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Thank YOU for making this awesome program!!! I used to be fearful of backing up anything onto a CD but,
not anymore. Keep up the good work and I will continue to upgrade the software because it is so valuable and
priced reasonably. On Friday, we took the DVD, put it in our duplicator and created two copies. Great team,
great technicians, great software All the very best. All I can say is this. Bilal khalifa, Warwickshire, UK I
purchased a new computer recently. I tested maybe 5 or so other programs to get my files out of a damaged
dvdr and only ISOBuster was able to retrieve them!!!! Yesterday evening, I downloaded IsoBuster and made a
short evaluation, and came back for buying the license. Your business plan is the foundation of your business.
I was very pleased. So easy to use! Keep up your excellent work! I used the trial to make sure it worked so
many free recovery programs didn't and yep yours did so without hesitation I bought the license. I tried a few
of the free programs and was getting nowhere. These 50 awesome book covers will inspire you â€” and teach
And of course I have never had a corrupt CD before now. Programs like this usually only live up to about half
of their expectations. This video was taken of two public works employees that spent all day with me while I
videotaped them doing their work. Tim Minchin on writing music for Roald Dahl's Matilda Your Customer
for Life Charles T. I have this one DVD filled with tons of archival programs, updates, etc. The files not only
show up, they extract and they all appear to be good! Thanks to IsoBuster we were able to find the VOB files
which we already knew what to do with as far as editing. I learned a valuable lesson. We searched the internet
for data recovery software and looked at many programs. Print quality results with easy-to-use Epson print
software. With your program I was able to recover every picture multiple different formats with no problems.
Take your kid characters and give them physical skills other kids will envy. You may experience errors or
copy failure. Oh my God: you saved my life Here's how to make your own DVD cover look like the real deal,
Christian B. Garth Palanuk, Canada Your program works so well that I am completely amazed. Your
computer makes an excellent virtual photo album, but if the machine fails, you can lose your entire picture
library. All other files were there except one directory. Then when it happened again with another cd I was
prepared. I downloaded IsoBuster on Sunday as a last resort and within two hours I had successfully got the
files from the corrupted discs and burnt them onto new DVDs. Windows XP enables you to copy and burn
your photos to a CD or DVD, so you don't need to worry about losing them if your computer stops working.
Cheers John Moss Hi Peter. With the new sort options in IsoBuster it's easy to find what I'm looking for in
folder and file lists.


